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		10 Ways to Reach

		 Boomers on Facebook
According to DMN3’s January 2015 online survey of 1,000 Boomers, 83% of them spend at least one
hour per week on Facebook, and 27% spend more than 9 hours a week on this social networking site.
53% of Boomer social media users reported that what they saw prompted them to do more online searching.
How does your Facebook Page represent your company? Are you up-to-date on new Facebook guidelines?
Is your Facebook Page a source of new traffic to your website? Read on to find out how you can increase your
performance on Facebook.

According to DMN3’s research, Boomers who are
on social media networking sites are likely to:
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A: Visit a retailer/store

41.7% (417)

424

B: Visit a company website

58.3% (583)

371

C: Talk to others about what I learned

19.9% (199)

318

D: Think more favorable about a topic of interest

31.7% (317)

265

E: Call or contract with a business or organization

19.8% (198)

212

F: Feel comfortable buying the product or service

29.5% (295)

159

G: Continue searching on a search engine

57.2% (572)
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H: Watch a video about the topic of interest

47.6% (476)
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I: Liked, share or comment on a status update

51.3% (513)

J: Make a purchase

36.6% (366)
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10 Ways to Reach Boomers on Facebook

1 Engage Boomers with Relevant Content

According to the Television Bureau of Advertising, only 11.9% of Boomers who belong to a social media site think the
content is relevant to them. Make sure your content is relevant to their needs. Keep their age and preferences in mind
when creating content for Boomers. Avoid the excessive use of jargon and slangs.
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2 Use Positive Images

Depict Boomers in a positive light. In our experience, we’ve found that Boomers respond better to positive
characterizations. For image-driven posts, think along the lines of images that show older adults who are successful,
active or vibrant. Bottom line: Show them the respect they deserve.
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3 Give Them Content that Captivates

Boomers have more discretionary time and tend to linger on Facebook fan pages longer than younger users.
Engage Boomers with in-depth offers, such as compelling long-form content pieces and stories. These types of
content are more detailed and take more time to absorb.
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4 Make Your Cover Page Image Work
Facebook recently updated its guidelines and loosened

restrictions on what you can display on your main Page cover
image. This prime location now lets you display your web
address, a call-to-action and more. To make this work for your
business goals, use compelling images, creative design and
engaging copy.

According to 3M Corporation, 90% of information
transmitted to the brain is visual. Research from inbound
marketing software company Hubspot shows that photos
and posts on Facebook that include strong visuals
generate 53% more likes than text-based posts.
Make sure the text on your cover image is readable. Use
a large font to make it easier to read on mobile devices.
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Build Leads with Tab Apps
The apps you install on your Facebook Page to connect to your tabs should provide a great experience.
With the right strategy, apps can appeal to Boomers and turn your Facebook Page from a simple digital branding
platform into a valuable lead and sales generator.
Tabs are a great way to build an email list from your Facebook
visitors, direct more traffic to your website, distribute content and
even gather leads. Make sure that your apps stay up-to-date and that
your most important apps are visible in the three slots below the
cover image and on the left hand side of your Page.
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6 Win Them Over by Being Personable

Your style of messaging and content can go a long way toward establishing trust with older adults. Use a personable
tone and style to engage Boomers on Facebook. Approach Boomers with a pleasant style and extend this to sharable
tools like case studies, customer stories and videos.
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7 Check Out Your Profile Image

Your profile image is seen in the viewer’s news feed whenever you post anything. It’s the first thing users see. Your
business needs a simple icon, like your logo, to represent your company. It can also be an icon you create just for your
digital presence that includes elements of your company’s brand.

Make sure the profile image you upload
is sized to 180 x180 pixels. Facebook
then sizes it down to 160 x160 pixels.
Profile image extends brand identity and
allows creative use of the Cover image.
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Showcase Your Tab Thumbnail Position,
8
		Designs and Calls to Action
Your tab thumbnails appear on the left side of your profile and connect
to the apps used on your page.
You have the opportunity to highlight three tab apps that are always
visible to visitors on your Page. The design of these tabs needs to
capture attention and create the actions you want visitors to take.
Design tabs using simple fonts and powerful colors that enhance your
brand and timeline cover photo design. Shorten the text to a few words
and consider using design elements on your cover image to point to them.

You also have text-based tab links at the top of your
Page. By default, the first link is for your timeline and
the last link is a drop-down for more tabs, but you can
customize up to three links in the middle.
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9 Improve Your Search Rankings

After adding your Short Description, review and complete the remainder of the About area. It has sub-sections such
as Start Info, Long Description, Awards and Website. The exact sub-sections you see will vary depending on the Page
category you picked.
The About area is indexed by search engines, so
make sure it contains your focused keywords.
Complete the Category, Long Description and
Products fields to get found in product searches.
If your Page is set up for a local business, make
sure to include your address, city, state and zip
code so it will get found in local searches. Review
and update your Short Description and complete
the About section.
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Review Your Category, Especially
10
			 if You’re a Local Business
	Facebook offers quite a variety of category options. Many are similar and some offer different features for your
Page. Local businesses should take advantage of the Check-in option.
	If your business has a physical brick-and-mortar location where you want potential customers to visit, be sure to
change your Facebook Page category to Local Business. This will allow users to check into your location, which is
helpful for at least two reasons:

		First, It can raise awareness for your business and location with friends of the user checking in.
		Second, Check-ins can be part of Graph Search results, so that if a Facebook user is searching
for a restaurant in Chicago that friends have visited, Check-ins appear in results.


To check or change your Page
category, go to the About section
and under Page Info find the
Category section.
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Conclusion
We shared many ways to evaluate and improve your Facebook performance.
Each and every suggestion can make a difference in your Page traffic,
visitor engagement and conversions. If you’d like to talk to us about
how DMN3 could help you generate more revenue from your marketing,
please contact Pam Lockard at pam.lockard@dmn3.com or
call 832-844-2645.
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